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Specifications THYREGOD  TRV  

Working Width 3 m 4 m 6 m 9 m 

Foldable No No Yes Yes / Double 

Transport Width 3 m 4 m 2.9 m 2.9 m 

Number of rows Max. 24 Max. 32 Max. 48 Max. 72 

Row Spacing From 12.5cm From 12.5cm From 12.5cm From 12.5cm 

Seeding Equip. Option Option Option Option 

Camera Steering Please ask Please ask Option Option 

Section Lift Option Option Option Option 

Mech. Aut. Steering Option Option Option Option 

Weight (75cm rows) - - - 2.350 kg 

HP Required 90 hp 100 hp 120 hp 150 hp 

Standard  

Equipment 

Parallel mounted cleaning sections 

150 mm wide parallelograms with ball bearings 

Steeples adjustable depth wheel on cleaning sections 

L-Blades, S-Tines or combination 

Preparation for section lift 

Two Stabilizer discs 

Rake kit with springs 

Parallel linked shields 



Automatic row steering 
 

On the control panel the row spacing, 

width and height on the plants are set.  

The Culti Cam then knows what to look 

for, and steers the TRV after it. 
 

In addition, the driver gets information's on 

row quality and frame position. As well as 

alarms regarding quality and position. 

Thyregod has developed interrow cultivator for several  

years, and our machines are now working under many 

different conditions in many countries.  

Thyregod TRV is the market's most modern cultivator, 

which among other things can be fitted with  

automatic row steering. 

 

 

Easy setup 
 

The wide rubber tires ensure a uniform 

depth. The depth can be easily be  

adjusted with the spindle handle. 

Due to the special profile of the tire it is 

self-cleaning. 

The individual sections are attached to 

the boom, which detach easily and  

enables fast conversion of row spacing. 

L-blades or S-tines? 
 

The parallel suspended sections can 

be fitted with either L-blades or  

S-tines with "A-Blades", or a  

combination of both. 

Shield plates ensures that no dirt 

and rocks get pushed into the rows.  

The spring-loaded rakes turn over 

the weeds and accelerates drying. 

 

Accurate cleaning 
 

The TRV cleaner is built around a dual 

frame, in which pistons controlled by 

the Culti Cam moves the cleaner +/- 

15cm to each side. This makes it  

possible to create a "band" on 4-5cm. 
 

The two stabilizer discs are at the same 

time keeping the TRV stable sideways. 

Long season 
 

Depending on the plants, the Culti Cam 

can be used from, when the plants have  

2-4 leaves and until the rows closes. 
 

The TRV can also be equipped with  

working lights for the camera.  

Mechanical side guides are also available, 

both to prolong the cleaning season. 

Seeding equipment 
 

The TRV can be equipped with  

seeding equipment, this allows for 

sowing grass seed and the like while 

cleaning. 

200 litre tank and hydraulic driven 

fan is standard.  

If needed, a bigger tank can be fitted 

as an option. 

 

Section lift in wedges 
 

All cleaning sections are factory prepared 

for hydraulic lift. When selecting section 

lift, the lifting is button operated.  

This can be extended to be controlled by 

an external GPS system. 
 

The TRV by far has the market's biggest 

ground clearance, this prevents damage to 

crops when lifting in wedges. 

Not just an interrow cleaner 
 

The TRV can be built after customer 

specifications. 
 

Left: Equipment for injection of ammonia 

in corn. 
 

Right: Seeding equipment for sowing grass 
in rows between the corn rows. 
 

Ask your Thyregod dealer! 

Optional equipment  
 

When working in high crops, the TRV 

can advantageously be fitted with a 

mechanical side steering control. 
 

The TRV can also be fitted with 

equipment for band spraying. 2 angled 

nozzles sits under the shield and 

sprays a band of 15cm over the rows. 


